IT TAKES A LOT OF JOBS TO...

MAKE MUSIC

CONCERT PROMOTER  SOUND DESIGNER  VOICE THERAPIST
FILM SCORER  TOURING MANAGER  BROADCAST TECHNICIAN
MUSIC DIRECTOR  TRANSCRIBER  SPEECH PATHOLOGIST
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT  BUSINESS MANAGER  PRODUCER
EVENT PRODUCER  VIDEO GAME AUDIO  SOUND TECHNICIAN
STUDIO MUSICIAN  MUSICIAN  PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE  COMPOSER  MUSIC THERAPIST
VIDEO EDITOR  AUDIO MIXER  FILM & TELEVISION SUPERVISOR
ENTERTAINMENT LAWYER  MUSIC EDITOR  WEB DESIGNER
PHOTOGRAPHER  BOOKING AGENT  LIGHTING TECHNICIAN
MUSIC JOURNALIST  LICENSING COORDINATOR  SONGWRITER
A&R COORDINATOR  MUSIC LIBRARIAN  GRAPHIC DESIGNER
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER  STAGE MANAGER  CONDUCTOR
FASHION DESIGNER  MUSIC TEACHER  SOUND ENGINEER
STUDIO MANAGER  ROCK STAR  INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN
VOICE THERAPIST  CONCERT PROMOTER  SOUND DESIGNER
BROADCAST TECHNICIAN  FILM SCORER  TOURING MANAGER
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST  MUSIC DIRECTOR  TRANSCRIBER
PRODUCER  EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT  BUSINESS MANAGER
VIDEO GAME AUDIO  SOUND TECHNICIAN  EVENT PRODUCER
MUSICIAN  PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER  STUDIO MUSICIAN
MUSIC THERAPIST  COMPOSER  ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE
AUDIO MIXER  FILM & TELEVISION SUPERVISOR  VIDEO EDITOR
MUSIC EDITOR  WEB DESIGNER  ENTERTAINMENT LAWYER
LIGHTING TECHNICIAN  PHOTOGRAPHER  BOOKING AGENT
SONGWRITER  MUSIC JOURNALIST  LICENSING COORDINATOR
MUSIC LIBRARIAN  GRAPHIC DESIGNER  A&R COORDINATOR
STAGE RIGGER  STAGE MANAGER  COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
SOUND ENGINEER  MUSIC TEACHER  FASHION DESIGNER
INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN  STUDIO MANAGER  ROCK STAR
BUSINESS MANAGER  PRODUCER  EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
PHOTOGRAPHER  BOOKING AGENT  LIGHTING TECHNICIAN
CONDUCTOR  COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER  STAGE MANAGER

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE

DISCOVERUWA.ORG